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Changing young citizen’s
attitudes and action towards
preventing global warming





Undergrad student
Upper/Middle class
Has heard about climate change but does not know
much about it; or has adopted one or more climate change
denial strategies; or does not know what to do about it
Is not highly interested in politics or democratic
participation; however, is very dissatisfied with politicians
and political parties
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Earth and humanity in pain

This section first illustrates the multiple crisis afecting Planet Earth
now covering environmental, political,social and economic issues.

The climate change crisis

Explain what is climate change, what causes it, and how solving this
particular crisis might aleviate all other crisis because it requires
addresing all others at the same time!

The future, if all goes on as it is now

How will Earth and Humanity look like for  your children, grand  children
and grand grand  children if nothing is done

Climate Change denialism

Exhibits to counter-argue climate change denial strategies



Earth and humanity as it could be

How would Earth look  like if Goverments, Economists, Corporations,  and
individuals... in that order o priorities,.. took the needed actions

Action room entrance

An hexagonal dark  room. AS the vistitor walks in, the room lights up, and  the
door closses. In front of the  entrance,a big mirror  where the visitor looks at
him/herself. Above the mirror, a flashing neon sign "The solution!", meaning
that the solution depends on the actions taken by the visitor. He tries to walk
out trying other doors but cant escape the fact that He is the Solution. After a
ffeseconds another sign lights up: EXIT. He goes out and enters...

The action room

Here the vistior can take one of several actions to presure goverments,
economists, corporations to implement the needed  changes. The  last
exhibits depict  day-to-day indiviual actions such as personal recicling



The therapy room

At several points along the spiral, people may become  distrubed by what they
learn; or either they can think this is ****shit! and in both cases would want to
exit the installation. So the spiral  will have several exits along the way, and
they all will lead to a central Therapy Room. There, they will be received by
friendly and  respectful people they can talk to, and maybe return to the spiral...



The action room entrance
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The story my persona ends up with:

Wow! I now understand what this talk about the Global Warming/Climate Change Crisis is all
about!

It is evident that it is caused by the accumulation of CO2 and other nasty gases in the
atmosphere since the Industrial Revolution, and that it i will have very dire consequences if not
solved.

¨Principal culprits: The capture of Politics by big corporations; the fact that corporations do
not pay for damage to the the Planet;the Free Trade agreements that export CO2 to poor
countries and, specially, the current economic and finantial systems, are the  of the crisis.

On the other hand, Crisis is Opportunity! IF all the countries of the world, all economists, all
corporations and all individuals collaborate to solve the crisis, not only we would have solved
Climate Change but all otrher planetary crisis as well.

I feel good with mself: in the Action Room I have chosen several immediate actions that I will
do to put in my grand of sand. 



The exhibits

Will all be movable in rails along the walls of the spiral, so that the
exhibits can be easily inserted as technology and global solutions
change

Will have to be very engaging, so that people  WANT to continue
along the spiral  even when hat they are learning is disturbing

The spiral

Is similar to that of Museo Soumaya and some of the Gugenhaim's museums

Bits and pieces...

Funding

No government or corporation  want to fund the museum, because it thoroughly threatens the
status-quo. So funding will have to come from anti-globalist, anti-capitalist groups or from
conscious people that understand the issues and the solutions



Marketing

Stundent-led newspapers; social media groups



Entrance design


